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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES 
New Knowledge and a “Must Have” 
Some time ago I suggested to the membership that they might like to choose a subject (from 

the natural world around them) that they had never shown much interest in and that they knew 
very little about. Having done so, the idea would be to study, observe and learn about it before 

sharing the new found knowledge with the rest of the Society. I am very pleased to see that 
Malcolm Randle has taken up the challenge by delving into the lives of hoverflies and, having 
done so, written an article for this newsletter. Hopefully it will inspire more of you to do likewise. 

No need to go anywhere exotic or choose anything rare. There is plenty to choose from close to 
home …….. how about woodlice or indoor spiders (assuming that you aren’t too keen with the 

duster!)? 
  
After two very successful years producing cards, the Society has organised another print run this 

autumn. With even more designs to choose from, many of which are new, there are cards to suit 
all tastes and most occasions. Why buy our cards? Stunning images, quality printing, great 

value, promotion of the Society and an important fund raiser!  Convinced? I hope so!!! Here are 
two of this year’s designs. 

Stephen Powles 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FEATURES 
 
The Merry Month of May at  Castle Lodge 
May was quite a month at The Castle Lodge in Bampton this year.   On May 1st I spent some 
minutes watching parent wrens feeding their newly hatched family doing almost a non-stop 

journey backwards and forwards to keep pace with the youngsters’ demands.  Their home was a 
somewhat  tatty open  fronted nest  box  we  had inherited, situated above  our garage  door.    
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I had come to the conclusion that it would remain vacant for several years to come. The open 
front was side on so it was not possible to see into the nestbox walking down our driveway. 

 
However the family of little wrens survived any corvid attacks  
and flew off into the mid Devon sunshine. 

  
The really fabulous event for me outshone the influx of 

small tortoiseshell butterflies, and occurred the 2nd day of 
May at about three in the afternoon.        I thought I had 
spotted a beautiful crimson fronted male bullfinch, but  on 

closer  inspection  the crimson  was a  little less pink than 
I would have expected, and he had a white stripe over a 

jet black cheek and neck area.     I realised this was a 
common redstart (Phoenicurus phoenicurus) in his glorious 
summer plumage. What a delight he was.    I watched him fly down to the 

lawn searching for nibbles, and then  he interspersed this with several showers in our stone 
bird bath.     An amazing 10 to 15 minutes of joy and transfixion watching one of our most 

beautiful visitors.     In 27 years at Spillifords I was never aware of seeing this fabulous little 
bird by, with, or from our many pied flycatcher migrants.   A red letter day in every sense of 

the word!  As far as I am concerned this bird is anything but a common redstart!!   Perhaps it 
should be renamed the uncommon redstart! 

Gavin Haig 

Editor’s Note. The following is an extract from the BBC Nature website as also is the photo. 
"The redstart gets its name from the constantly flicking fiery red tail  which the male fans 
out during courtship displays.  He also sings and shows off a potential new nest to win the 
female's affection.  These attractive cousins of the robin and nightingale, once thought to 
belong to the thrush family, are now considered to be old world flycatchers.  Redstarts 
forage from bushes and low branches, darting out to pick insects out of the air or off the 
ground.  They're widespread in Europe in a range of woody habitats but they prefer to 
spend the winter in the warmer climes of North-west Africa and the Arabian peninsula.  
Wales is the best place to see redstarts in the UK." 

 

Stella, Stella - How does your garden grow? 
This is the first year I have had a wildlife garden;  both the gardener and I think it has done 

well.  Originally it was two vegetable patches but had been unused for almost a year. I was 
amazed at what had begun to come up.   In the spring, foxglove leaves appeared, next came 

big white daisies.  As the foxgloves grew so did antirrhinums 

and tiny pansies. They were already in the garden and the 
seeds, tiny as they were, evidently found their way all over 

the ground. The daisies must have been dropped by the 
birds or blown by the wind.   Next came loosestrife then 
mallow and buddleia.  Where the loosestrife came from I 

can only begin to guess as everybody near here has a 
weed free garden.   I knew I had a very small mallow in a 

corner but how it came to grow all over is once again 
amazing!   How can small plants manage to cover so much 
space?  I sowed mixed cornflowers earlier on and although 

they came up they were surrounded by greenery 5 ft high 
so had to fight for light.  Perhaps they will manage better 

next year?  During the last month I have sown some 
teasel seeds.  I remember they were popular with various 
birds before.  

 
Red admirals have been abundant in the garden this year, 

both on the garden and on the south facing windowsills 
also open window frames. They seemed to be very big this 

Foxgloves in a wildlife garden   year and  being so close I could study them much better.  I    

      (photo by Malcolm Randle)           actually saw the  four small black dots on  the  lower part  of 
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wings.  A few painted ladies flew over and had a look around but they didn’t stay.    Bees were 
all over the foxgloves and mallow and there were wasp-like bees also taking their fill but I 

couldn’t make out what they were. 
 
Even though I put out nuts and tasty treats for the birds they still aren’t coming and it seems 

such a waste when they go mouldy.  Only once have I seen a flock of long-tailed tits on them, 
and that just after 6.30 in the morning.  I have kept a fairly constant watch but without any 

sightings, although two mornings ago I did see that one of the nut feeders was empty.  Since 
then I have seen nothing else. 
 

Everything is dying off now, just a few remaining mallow flowers left and the gardener has 
started to cut things down.  I hope to see things again next year.  I wonder what I will see that’s 

new? 
Stella Collister 

Surprising Northumbria 
Shelia and I with two friends, set off for our holiday at a rented house on the Northumberland 
coast, near a little town called Warkworth. The main targets for the holiday were to be 

Lindisfarne (Holy Island), the Farne Islands and a variety of castles. 
 

Not knowing the area, we were 
delighted with our immediate 
locality and so did not cover so 

much ground as expected.  It 
was so good we have booked 

again for next year. 
 
Warkworth, with its spectacular 

ruined castle, is effectively on 
an island surrounded by the 

river Coquet. The large house 
we rented was on the last bend 

of the river before the sea.  It 
had a patio garden just yards 
from the riverbank. From the 

house you could see half a mile 
downstream to the boats in the 

harbour at Amble. 
 

 Apart  from  the  usual    species  

View from house (Red-breasted merganser inset)      such as mallard and large numbers of
           (photos by Peter Richardson)                mute swans, we had eider duck , red-

breasted merganser and goldeneye on the water and much to my surprise, a dipper, in what 
was quite brackish tidal water.  One hundred yards downstream was a heronry, with the young 
returning to roost on the nests every evening.  

 
Of course there were masses of swallows, house martins, sparrows etc., as well as a brood of 

young wrens just feet from our garden. 
 
If you walked down river towards Amble, the river was full of waders and gulls, including 

Mediterranean gulls and many curlews.   After a short walk, you came to a shallow weir where a 
pool formed when the tide was out. The Coquet is a salmon river and fish wait here for the rising 

tide.   A  big bull grey seal came upstream every evening to fish.   According to the local nature 
trust’s signs in the lay-by, at the peak of the salmon run in early October, the weir attracts 
many seals, as well as numbers of otters and foxes to catch them;  also flocks of birds to grab 

the leavings.    How is it that we hear so much about bears fishing in Alaska, but nothing about 
this Northumberland spectacle? 

 
Continuing down to Amble harbour, you will find good numbers of eider duck and merganser,  
and huge flocks of  black-headed gulls,  but  the highlight is the large number of Arctic  terns 
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plunge diving within yards of you. There was also a surprising number of rabbits for such a flat 
and open area, littered with boat tenders, anchors and all the usual bits and pieces you found 

around a harbour. 
 
From the harbour you can take a half mile trip on the old Eastbourne lifeboat to Coquet Island, 

an RSPB reserve. You cannot land, but you can get good views of the birds, mostly puffins and 
terns, but these include Arctic, Sandwich and a good number of nesting roseate terns. The trip 

can be a bit choppy, but there are so many seals and birds in the water you hardly notice. 
 
Not bad wildlife when it is all within a mile of your door. 

Peter Richardson 
 

The Eternal Mimics – Hoverflies   Order Diptera;  Family Syriphidae  
Stephen’s suggestion in the Spring Newsletter, that members researched  a subject about which 

they knew little or nothing then report back later in the year, seemed to me a very good one.   I 
decided that as my new mobile phone included an excellent macro facility camera it would be 

something that could utilise this. The following is the result of my chosen subject. 
 
Introduction 

I have often observed hoverflies in the garden, and elsewhere, visiting flowers in much the 
same way as bees, wasps, butterflies and various other insects that do likewise.   I find it most 

fascinating to have one hovering right in front of my face; almost as though it’s examining me. 
Whilst I have taken the occasional photo I have never explored them any further. Also, their 

contribution to pollination is something to which I had never given much thought.  I therefore 
decided this would be an ideal subject for my summer research. 
 

What is a Hoverfly? 
Hoverflies are members of the order Diptera (true 

flies) so they have only one set of wings, as 
opposed to the two sets of wings of wasps and 
bees, which they invariably resemble.   In 

America they are actually known as ‘flower flies’ 
due to their love of flowers.  Very few species of 

hoverfly have a common English name, the great 
majority being known only by their scientific 
name.   Their ability to hover, although not 

unique amongst flies, is rather special as their 
head remains completely still in flight. They are 

also capable of swift darting flight.  A flight 
speed of 3.5 metres per second has been 
recorded with a wing beat of 120 per second.  

There are an estimated 200 genera of hoverflies 
with 6,000 species worldwide of which 276 

species are to be found in Britain.  Most of these 
are resident but some are migratory and therefore 
must have considerable stamina.    They are divided                           Fig 1            

into three sub families which are further divided into 13 tribes based on their appearance and 
the lifestyle of their larvae.  However, in general, I shall confine myself mainly to the more 

commonly seen hoverflies and those I have photographed.  
 
Varying between 5mm and 20mm in length hoverflies can be very colourful.  As well as being 

mistaken for various species of wasp and bee, they can also be mistaken for certain other types 
of true fly, such as bee flies which are in fact predators (known as robber flies of the family 

Asilidae).  The wings of hoverflies have a false margin formed by veins close to and parallel to 
the trailing edge of their wings.  They also have a false vein through the middle of the wing 
which is unconnected to any of the true veins and is a thickened strip of the membrane. This 

gives extra support to the wing.    Most but not all, have short drooping antennae which, apart 
from  the  single  set of wings,   makes  them  easily  distinguishable  from  bees  and  wasps.        
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Looking at its behaviour in the air also confirms that it is a hoverfly, either by its characteristic 
controlled hovering or its rapid start stop darting.  They have particularly large eyes, especially 

males.  The hoverfly in Fig 1 is  known as a drone fly due to its similarity to the drone (male) 
honeybee.  It is Eristalis tenax, one of many hoverflies in this genus.   
 

What do they eat? 
Hoverflies are most often to be seen “nectaring” on garden and wild flowers but they also visit 

fruit trees and vegetables when in flower.  As well as mainly feeding on nectar adult hoverflies 
feed on the honey dew that aphids produce.  They also eat pollen, being one of the few types 
of insect that can digest it.   Pollen has a 

surface that is resistant to the majority 
of insects’ digestive juices but is protein 

rich for the development of eggs. It is  
thought that the yellow patterns on 
hoverflies (which may vary in degree)  

reflects the amount and type of pollen 
they have eaten. As well as gardens and 

parks they frequent many other habitats 
such as heathland, woodland, grassland, 

cultivated farmland, wetlands and bogs.   
 
Life Cycle 

The life cycle of hoverflies is similar                     Fig2 (photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons)          
to other flies, going through the usual stages.   Depending on the species, adult hoverflies live 

for only about two to three weeks with the larger ones generally living for less time.  Their 
eggs are usually white, with those that hatch into carnivorous larvae normally glued singly to 
plants amongst or near their prey. Eggs of non-carnivorous species are usually laid in batches 

on or near the larval food.  Insectivore larvae prey on aphids, thrips, and other plant-sucking 
insects.   Vegetarian larvae generally live externally on plants or may be internal feeders such 

as the Narcissis fly (Merodon equestris) also known as the large bulb fly.  This is one of the few 
destructive species as it lays its eggs at the base of the plant and the larvae then burrow down 
into the bulb where they devour the inside before emerging to pupate.  Some, such as  the 

Volucella genus,  live  as scavengers in wasps and hornets nests;  others  do  the same in ants 
nests and another  (Doros profuges) is believed to  feed on aphids that  have been herded  by  

ants.    Some are parasitic and lay their eggs inside bees and wasps where the larvae develop 
inside the host.  Many of the aphid eating larvae/pupae  are 
known to overwinter in cultivated agricultural fields and make a 

significant contribution to aphid control.  It is believed the 
average aphid eating larva consumes around 50 aphids a day. 

 
In some species of hoverfly the larvae are saprotroph, i.e. 
organisms that feeds on, or derive nourishment from decaying 

organic matter. This can be either in the soil or in ponds and 
streams.  The larvae of the Eristalis genus are known as ‘rat 

tailed maggots’ (Fig 2) and are to be found in polluted pools 
and sewage.  They breathe by using their snorkel like tail as a 
breathing tube. They extend it up to break the surface with 

feathery  hairs which emerge from the tube.  So just as the 
adults provide  a service by pollination  their larvae  do likewise  

                Fig 3                    by composting and  recycling rotting organic material.    
 
It is incredibly difficult to differentiate between some species of hoverfly as their markings can 

be so similar.   This isn’t helped by the fact that even the markings of the same species can 
vary slightly, even considerably in some cases. (See the photo of the marmalade hoverfly 

(Episyrphus balteatus) at Fig 6  in which the secondary bars are incomplete).  Sometimes the 
main difference between otherwise identically marked species might only be a feature such as 

a fringe of hairs around the thorax or abdomen as seen in Fig 3 with Myathropa florea (also 
known as the dead head fly due to the markings on the thorax). There are other pointers to 
the identity of individual species such as wing veination, genitalia etc. but with many of them 
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photographic identification is 
virtually impossible and the only 

positive way is to subject the 
insect to a physical examination.  

 

Sexing of Hoverflies 
Although generally there is little 

or no sexual variation in the 
markings of a particular species 
this does occur in some cases.    

For instance with Syrphus ribesii 
the   female’s  rear   legs   have  

                        Fig 4                               Fig 5                    yellow thighs whereas  the other 
 member of this genus Syrphus vitripennis does not. The males of both species are identical so 
you would need to observe them mating to know which species the male belonged to.  The 

best method of determining the sex of hoverflies is by observing the eyes.  The male’s are 
larger and almost meet in the middle whereas with the female they are smaller with a gap 

between them.    In Fig 4 the male’s eyes clearly show the difference from the female in Fig 5; 
they are not the same species.   Also note the three single cell eyes in the area between the 

rear part of the compound eyes.   These are known as ocelli and form a small triangular group 
called the ocellar triangle which can be seen more easily in Fig 5.  Ocelli are common to most 
insects, particularly flies, and coexist with the compound eye to provide  separate and 

functionally different visual pathways. 
 

The marmalade hoverfly (Figs 6 and 7) is one of the most common hoverflies to be seen in 
Britain, so named because of its supposed resemblance to thick cut marmalade!  It is fairly 
easy to identify by its distinctive double stripes on the abdomen.  One of the smaller hoverflies, 

it is abundant from March to November and is frequently seen in gardens.    This is the one to 
which I referred earlier that will sometimes hover right in front of your face.  It is a species 

which occasionally migrates in large numbers from continental Europe. One of the most                                                                                                      
notable of these migrations was in early August 2004.  The following is an extract from a 
newspaper at that time:  

 
“Millions of marmalade hoverflies have crossed from the continent on warm 

thermals, causing havoc on beaches and seafronts where children and families 
have mistaken their banded black-and-yellow colouring for wasps. They came 
ashore at Walton on the Naze, Essex at the weekend.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

                              Fig 6                  Fig 7  
      

Children were   screaming,  people were covering up  prams  and  pushchairs and  
if people stopped still for a moment they could get covered in them.   Drifts of the 

hoverflies also piled up along the foreshore between Walton and  Clacton, as  
insects which failed to make the Channel crossing were washed up by the tide.”   
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There was another such invasion in 2011 but such large 
migrations only seem to occur when climatic 

conditions result in excessive numbers of aphids in 
Britain. Somehow the marmalade hoverflies seem 
to be aware of these phenomena from afar. 

 
Another fairly common hoverfly is the pied 

hoverfly (Scaeva pyrastri) (Fig 8).  Like the 
marmalade hoverfly it is migratory.  It is about 
15mm long, mainly black in colour with six 

white comma shaped marks on the abdomen.  
It feeds on nectar and is particularly common in 

late summer.  Its larvae feed on aphids.   
                                       
                  Fig  8                            
Mimicry 
As already mentioned, their general appearance means that hoverflies are frequently mistaken 

for other insects.  This mimicry is not without purpose, being a superb defence against predators 
who avoid eating something that they think might harm them.  This form of mimicry is 

termed Batesian mimicry. 
 

The body patterns and colouration of most hoverflies tend to strongly resemble wasps or bees. 

This mimicry can be extremely subtle with some having an  apparently narrow  waist, similar to 
that of wasps.    They can even mimic the stinging action of wasps by pushing the tip of their  

abdomen  into your finger if caught  and  held.                                
 

Whilst hoverflies of the  Eristalus genus are most 

like the drone bees, the Pocota and Volucella 
genera imitate bumblebees. In particular 

Volucella bombulans looks remarkably like a 
small red-tailed bumblebee (Fig 9).  It certainly 
fooled me when I took this photo!   Its larvae 

actually live in the nests of bumblebees.     Many 
others in this genus could easily be taken for  

bumblebees.  Numerous other genera such as 
Chrysotoxum and Syrphus, imitate various  
species of wasp.     In fact about 120 species 

have the distinguishing black and yellow  
markings of a wasp, or other similarities such as  

an apparently narrow waist.    An excellent 
example is  Doros profuges which is a large and

               Fig 9                                    spectacular wasp  mimic but as it has a short flying 

period it is not often seen.  It is known to prefer bramble flowers.                                  
 

Enemies 
Owing to their mimicry hoverflies don’t have a great number of enemies.  Some birds, such as 
the spotted flycatcher, seem to be able to differentiate and spiders will take those caught in 

webs.  Their main enemies are some species of solitary wasp which actually specialise in 
catching hoverflies.  Social wasps are also liable to take hoverflies when their numbers are high. 

There is an ichneumon wasp (Diplazon laetatorius), that can attack, and eventually kill, large 
quantities of aphid eating hoverfly larvae.  Some larvae may develop an immune response to 
these attacks by surrounding the parasitic egg with specialised blood cells which release 

poisonous compounds that kill the invader.   Hoverflies are also susceptible to an insect eating 
fungal infection.     

 
Conclusion 

 I have found this study to be utterly fascinating and I shall continue to maintain an interest in 
these charismatic little insects.  Since commencing I have identified 14 species, all of which I 
have photographed and of which six have been used in this article.   Hoverflies would seem to  
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be an excellent example of natural selection and  I certainly didn’t appreciate that they were 
such a  diverse group of insects.  No doubt I have mistaken them for bees or wasps on many 

occasions.    It has been said that if  bees were to die out the human race would soon follow.   
Even should this be true, hoverflies, along with many other pollinating insects, would do their bit 
to delay the process.  Perhaps next time you’re looking at what you believe to be a wasp or a 

bee on the flowers in your garden, or in the countryside, have a closer look because you could 
just as easily be looking at a hoverfly. 

                                                                                              
Note:  My research has come from many different sources but I shall be buying a definitive text 
book in the near future.  To assist with identification I have been using an excellent website 

named iSpot nature. It is very useful for identification of any type of fauna or flora and is well 
worth a look. Here is the link: http://www.ispotnature.org/ 

                             Malcolm Randle 

Autumn in Cyprus.  
I didn’t send a report in the spring as it would have been a repetition of previous years. 
Swallows began to arrive at the end of February and rollers and bee eaters etc. from April 
onwards.  A pair of woodchat shrikes nesting nearby passed through the garden at great speed 

daily.  Also Sardinian warblers and several unidentified warblers were seen.   Chukar partridges 
could be heard calling and one of our three cats brought in a chukar chick plus a feral pigeon. 

 
At the moment bee eaters are coming through in large numbers daily.  On September 10th at 
4.30pm a number of long-legged buzzards appeared high overhead from a northeasterly 

direction, gaining height all the time. Probably about 50 in all to rise above the prevailing south 
west  wind to cross the Med and go south down the Nile valley.  Our local swallows were all gone 

by the end of June, but I have seen the odd one or two in October.  I recall seeing one in 
January at Dawlish Warren many years ago! 
 

On that nostalgic note I will close with our best wishes to all our friends back in Devon.  
Your man in the Med -  Alec Worth 

 
A Tale of Three Springs: 2014 compared (photos by Liz Rogers) 
After the wettest January since records began (more than 100 years ago; Met. Office), and more 
torrential rain in February, the spring of 2014 was exceptional for its mild temperatures. Of 

recent springs, conditions from mid-February through April most resembled those of 2012, for 
we did not have a repeat of the cold March temperatures of 2013. So Spring 2014, in 
comparison to the two preceding it, can be summed up by three words: ‘Wetter’, ‘Milder’, 

‘Earlier’! Let’s focus on ‘Milder’ and ‘Earlier’, 
because the exceptional rainfall of 2014 

happened in January and February, before 
many of our harbingers of spring had 
arrived.  

 
If we take temperature as a key factor 

influencing spring events, we find a good 
demonstration of the difference between our 
three springs.    Records from Stockleigh 

Pomeroy (0730-0830 each morning) for the 
nine weeks from mid-February (week 7) 

through March and into April (week 15) 
show that the average temperature was 
4.5oC in 2012, 1.5oC in 2013, and 5.3oC in 

2014.  These   three  months  are   the  time     First leaves & flower buds on English Oak 
flowers, leaves, butterflies and migrant birds first appear, and the cold March of 2013 had a 

profound delaying effect on phenology for that spring, in comparison with 2012. Spring 2013 
has been confirmed as the “coldest for the UK since 1962, and the fifth coldest in a series since 
1910” (Nature’s Calendar/UK Phenology Network; website www.naturescalendar.org.uk).   

 
We can now compare 2013 with 2014, and expect it to show more striking differences in the 

timing of spring events. Here are some examples, mostly from records collected on the farm at  
 

http://www.ispotnature.org/
http://www.naturescalendar.org.uk/
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Stockleigh Pomeroy (SS888039) for the Nature’s Calendar website:  Flowers, trees and birds: 
Average temperatures for the first six weeks of each year from 2012 have been almost exactly 

the same, varying little from 2.5oC.  So, flowering times for the early flowerers like snowdrop 
and hazel have hardly changed. Snowdrop flowering times can be confusing, because the 
double-flowered variety of Galanthus nivalis always flowers first, before the single-flowered one, 

but records are not always clear on this distinction. Lesser celandine flowered nine days earlier 
in 2014 than in 2013; and primroses were in flower a week earlier in 2014.   Blackthorn flowers 

were out three weeks earlier than in 2013 – but there were also big variations in flowering 
between sites, as can readily be seen along motorways, where blackthorn flowers earliest of all.  
Two other examples, cuckoo flower and hawthorn, also illustrate the effect of exceptionally mild 

temperatures in 2014.   Cuckoo flower came out more than two weeks earlier than in 2013, and 
hawthorn nearly three weeks earlier. Their flowering dates for 2012 were five days later than in 

2014. 
 

 Bud-burst in trees can be a crucial event for migrant birds dependent on caterpillars for food 

when they arrive in the UK, as we heard from Malcolm Burgess’ talk in May 2014.  Average 
dates of bud-burst and first leaf on monitored beech and oak trees on Exmoor were   

respectively 22nd  and 27th April  in 2014.   Corresponding dates in  2013 were the 7th and 13th 

                              May.      Pied flycatchers, one of the species studied by 

             Dr. Burgess, nest in Hazels Wood, Cove 
(SS947201). Approximate arrival dates for the 

male (who arrives first) were 15 April 

(2012), 23 April (2013) and 11 April 
(2014).  What about their food trees, the 

oaks?     At Stockleigh Pomeroy, oaks 
were  coming  into leaf at about the 
same time (end of March) in 2012 and 

2014, but were two to three  weeks later 
in 2013.     Luckily,  data  from  Dr. 

Burgess  shows  that  these birds can 
adapt their arrival and laying times in 

response to longer-term trends (warmer 

temperatures) but unusual shorter-term 
events  like  the wet  summer of 2012 and the 

                  cold spring of 2013 can have catastrophic effects on 
                         food availability.  
                           Small tortoiseshell   

Butterflies: March is a key month for the emergence  of   butterflies,  and  the  cold March  of  
2013  was  dramatically  devoid  of   butterflies on the wing.  By contrast, March 2014 was mild 

and the  journal British Wildlife (vol. 25, June 2014) commented that:  ”After the mild  winter  of  
2013/14  brought  many species on to  the wing  early(and in good numbers), it would have 
been a major  setback for butterflies if March 2014 had been unusually cold”.   Brimstone, 

comma, peacock, red admiral and small tortoiseshell all appeared in March 2014;  orange tips 
were spotted in Bampton on 1st  April; and speckled woods later in April.  The  2013 dates for 

these species were all at least three weeks later. 
 
One butterfly success story is the resurgence in numbers of small tortoiseshells in 2014. They 

did particularly well in March 2014, and this was a relatively “widespread phenomenon” 
throughout the UK (British Wildlife, vol. 25).  Let’s hope their success continues, and reverses 

the long-term decline in their numbers. We need more springs like 2012 and 2014 to make this 
happen! 
 

Anyone wanting more details about spring phenology should consult the reports that appear on 
the Nature’s Calendar website (see above), and in the Wildlife Reports section of British Wildlife 

(published quarterly, www.britishwildlife.com), which is in the MDNHS library and can be 
borrowed). 

Liz Rogers  
(with thanks to Doris Leader, David Brabban, Stephen Powles & Gavin Haig) 

 
  

http://www.britishwildlife.com/
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OUTSIDE EVENTS 

Visit to Lower Ash Moor Farm, Rose Ash – Cyril Cole    
On 3rd July around a dozen members of the Society assembled for an afternoon visit to Ash Moor 

Farm at Rose Ash near South Molton.  The attraction was around 33 acres of wildflower 
meadows in the stewardship scheme run by the Devon Wildlife Trust, and managed by Cyril Cole 
who is a steward.  Cyril originally planted the fields as a memorial to cattle lost in the Foot and 

Mouth outbreak of 2001.  Over the years he has helped to seed nearly 200 acres on other farms 
by cutting his fields, bagging up the grass and redistributing it.   

 
The farm is located within a Culm grassland  landscape and was well featured in the beautifully 
presented walk around the farm.   The walk was scheduled to take about 1½  hours but ended 

up taking more like 2½ hours as there was so much to see. 
 

Our first impression, as we walked down to the fields, was of this beautiful array of grassland  
embedded with a considerable number of wild flowers of which the blue of the cornflowers  and 
yellow of corn marigolds really stood out.  Beside the track all individual species were smartly 

labelled and as we proceeded around the route Cyril described various aspects of what we were 

        Members enjoying the flower fields at Lower Ash Moor  
                (photos by Malcolm Randle)                
viewing together with the history of the farm.  There were also a number of well established 

ponds with a variety of flora and fauna. 
 

At the conclusion of the visit most members stayed for tea in the Tea Barn and a further chat 
with Cyril whose hospitality was much appreciated. 

Malcolm Randle 

  
MDNHS visit to Ashclyst Forest 16th August 2014  
There were eight intrepid participants assembled in the Homebase car park for the exploration 
of Ashclyst Forest.   Firstly a decision  – which was the best way to go – via Cullompton or via 

Silverton?   As in these days of democracy some decided to go one way and others decided to 
go the other. It was the via Cullompton group that arrived at Ashclyst first but they were quickly 

joined a few minutes later by the via Silverton group. Here we met up with a couple of other 
participants who were joining us for the walk.  
 

It was then decision time again – do we walk the  purple circuit  first followed by  the  Butterfly  
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Trail after lunch or vice versa?   It was Jeff’s request that won the day with the Butterfly Trail 
coming first so that he might be able to locate a fungi rarity that he had discovered a few years 

earlier. 
 
With the weather forecast being overcast most of the day,   it was thought that there would only 

  be a little butterfly activity. Thankfully that thought was wrong 
 with enough activity to keep  everyone pleasingly occupied. 

Due to the mainly overcast conditions most butterflies were 
seen resting on the foliage  but, on the occasions that the 
sun did come out, numbers rose as they readily took to 

the air. These included a good number of silver-
washed fritillaries of which most were in their end-of-

season condition with ragged wings and faded 
colouring.  There were also good numbers of speckled 
wood and a few peacocks and red admirals in pristine 

condition.  Two clouded yellows performed very well 
for the photographers whilst a couple of holly blues 

and a wall brown together with a supporting cast of 
various whites, meadow browns, gatekeepers and small 

tortoiseshells all put in an appearance.  In all 13 different 
species  were  seen during the day. 

                      

Red admiral nectaring on hemp          There were also a few southern hawker dragonflies 
agrimony on the Butterfly Trail          patrolling along the Butterfly Trail inspecting all the 

       (photo by Malcolm Randle)           human  visitors, and a solitary migrant   hawker.  
 

Birds  however, appeared to be in short supply with most keeping their heads down,  probably 

due to the influx of visitors on the day;  perhaps just keeping quiet to avoid attention whilst 
they attended to their moult. The only notable birds were a 
great spotted woodpecker heard whilst we were in the 

car park and a nuthatch calling whilst we were on the 
Butterfly Trail.  The only birds actually seen were a 

few wood pigeons and a small flock of house 
martins. 
 

After lunch the size of the group was reduced to 
five for the walk around the purple trail. No new 

butterfly species were added to the list but a 
good number of silver-washed fritillaries were 
seen during the walk. One notable insect that was 

found and photographed was a black and orange 
beetle that was later identified as a common burying  

beetle (Nichrophorus vespillo). This is a beetle that is right  
at the western edge of its range in Britain.     Common burying beetle    
                                                 (photo by Ray Jones) 
Despite being a bit late in the butterfly season (mid-July might be a better time for a future 
visit) there was plenty for all the participants to become involved no matter what their main 

interests were.  It was only the bird life that was lacking. 
     Ray Jones  

PROGRAMME NOTES 

 On Friday 19th September we had our first speaker of the autumn and winter series of talks – 

and a grand introduction it was.  Dr. David Smith, employed by South West Water but seconded 
to lead the Exmoor Mires Project in the National Park, told us of the research based physical 
work that continues apace on the high moor.  Facts, figures and charts he explained with an 

ease and clarity that was also entertaining. Afterwards he was pleased to leave his memory stick 
of the talk. It will serve as a pleasant reminder, and refresh the memory, of those who were 

there.    Those who were not, will be able to see what was displayed, but the spoken  
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word is unfortunately not recorded.  I will send it to all when I am able i.e. BT and my computer 
playing ball. 
 
Our next speaker in October is an old friend, Dr. Roger Avery; this time about spiders and how 
frightening they aren’t.   So many of you have been held spellbound over the years by this 

gentle man who can make the subject “leap from the page.”  It may be his last appearance, so 
don’t miss this opportunity. 

 
November 21st sees us welcome a new speaker who comes with the highest recommendation. 
Dr. Rhys Goodhead from Exeter University is a research scientist on endocrine disruption – but 

be not frightened! He will be speaking about something entirely different. On his first 
appearance we want to give him high numbers and a warm welcome. I am given to understand 

that we will want him back. 
 
The Round Table meeting is always nearer Christmas than we would wish but, this year, on the 

19th, it’s not too bad.  Objects, specimens, discussion, anecdotes, videos, sound recordings, 
mince pies and a little mulled wine regularly mix well enough to send everyone home happy. 

 
In January you have the chance to banish the winter blues permanently by coming to our 

Annual Buffet Dinner.  It’s always a very relaxed affair and, being on the 16th, you should just 
be starting to feel hungry again.   It is held in conjunction with the Dennis Pickering photo 
competition which will be judged by those attending.    If you have some photos to enter please 

make sure you send them (not more than two) to Liz Rogers at mary648@btinternet.com by 
not later than 30th November.  If you do enter then make sure you bring a 7” x 5” print of each 

of your entries to the dinner for display. 
 David Leader  
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